
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 24

There is also a cool "probabilistic" proof not analytic sets

have the PSP via his tusen:

Theorem. ut X, Y be Polish a 8:XCY be octinuous

(so f(x) is an analytic self. If f(x) is unctl,
then 5 homeomorphic copy CIX

of I' sit,

fc is 11. In particular, ACC is a homo

morphic copy of 2 inside f(x).
Proof. One shows not a generic KCA(X) has the

property at lk is H, Mere Q:= x\+"(n),
where it is the maximal open at in 4 sot. Uef(x)

is ctb). This X' is perfect, so a generic KER(X)
is also perfect (by homework). Thus, a generic

subat KEK(X) is both perfect of Ale is H.

Hence F one sich Ko 2NcK by the perfect
of Heren,

Baire measurability of analysis ats. Similarly, we unravel the



Banach-Mazur gaze:
let X be a Polish space. The

unraveled Banach-Mazu gave a*(P) on
PIXXININ is:

Player 1. Uo to U., y,S ...

Plays1. Vo V
where y, EIN UnEc VnEnUn+1 On, diamIn)18.
Player I wins if (ishtP dae (x) =1Un=14a=
= AVnaly= (ya) -

Theorem. (a) If PII has a winning str. in a**(P) Men

she has a winning sto in GBM (projP), hence
projP I*U+D for some open at U.

(b)If P1.2 has a winning str. in GM(P) then

projP is meager
Proof. Ca) is trivial of (b) is analogous to the corresponse

ding statement for GBM/proj P), like we hit with

the cut-and-choose game,

Dr. Analytic (hence also canalytic sets are Baird measurable

Proof. Linen an analytic set A, it is enough to show it

the (still analytic set) ALUCA) is
meager.

The is



a closed FeXxI'st. ALU(A)=projE.
As with the cut-and-choose gave,

the map

play it outcome (a) is contin. Were aBM(F)
is a closed gave, hence determined by Gale-Stewart.

If Player 1 wins, then proj
F = ALUCA) Arcontains

a nonempty open at contradicting the def of UCAL.
Thus Plays 2 wins, hence proppE:ALUCA) is meager

One could also show hot analytic (hence also canalytic let
are universally measurable by using me measure iconorphism
heorem of playing he unravelled BanachMaza gave on

Co, with the Lebesque density top (which is not Polish),

We will give an alternative gamelem proof of Baira
wasand universal measurability of analytic at

using the so-called Sonsin operation A.

Constic operation A. A is an operation applied to a sequence
of sets and we'll show Mt E = AT"

and that the clases of Baire mess, and univers



cally measurable ats are closed under operations.
This implies not I'* Bairaweas. A unir.weas.

Wef. A Souslin scheme on a Polish X is just a seg

CPs)seT of subacts P. IX indexed by elements

ofrg/OPOsa ipicandtheTELNDIN
theoperateon

A(P,(seT:= U & Pyln·
Y

YEST]I unctel uniew

Prop. Let X be Polish a (Ps
set

a Sanslin scheme on D.

(a)If (Pssei is actually a Luzin schere, i.e. se+ E
↑sIPE a Para Parm = $ for "ImEN, then

A(Ps)sT =1 Ps.
nEIN SET, (s) = h

(b)If EseT, Ps=Pion, Men A(Ps\seT=Pp.
SunGT

Proof. (b) is immediate, and for (a), mote Ut a holds

fany Sonic scheme, and for a hain scheme,
o Pscn1Pson

=0

if xeright handside, men on Funique Surt, Kalin it.



xGPs n) SmeSu (by Ps?Psun). Thus, yo: Usu
HT] a xC Pan heave xxA(Ps)seT

Obs. WLOG, we may assett Us.Ps?Pson became

we can replace Ps:= Ps//U Parn) and still
~z(/)

have A(P),eT = A(P,(sT 5nGT

But what part (a) above says is that the real complexi-
↓of the operation A coses from sets on the same

level not being discount.

Prop. For a Consic scheme (Paset, 5 set PEXXNIN
itA/Ps(seT = poji P. Namely:F(x, b) - Xx ININ,

(x,3) tP:<=) EnGIN XePyl
L=>UuGINEstT dsigIn XEPs

(=) fuGIN UseT (s = yIn =X(Ps).
In particular, Al= FE, also AT;<FIN*TP
- I z!"

Proof. clear.

Next, we chow at ATT = 21 = AII. This will follow



from the following:

Prop. Let f: INN-X be ochicous, X Polish, a put
9
:= f(<s]), so Psezi, then flIN' = A (Ps)sEINSIN=
-A (P.)seININ. In particular, I.ATi, Leno 2=ATi

Proof. Note tot f(IN(N) =F((0) =Po al Ps =f((s]) =
= f(UCs -n)) = YNF(s -n] =UPson, so A(PsIstIN(N = Po
= f(ININGFIN
For the second equality, we only need to Nom A(Ps)-
* (Ps). Fix x<A(Ps), i.e. 5yeN' s.t. xEtT
We show that xe.Poi using the octinnity of f

For this, it's enough to sow f(y) =x bears new xe
&f(31) = Pyl EnaIN. Suppose f(y) #x, Men
= open UFf(x) s.t. x*A. By continuity. In sit

↓Cyln]=U, s0 Fy = Ffyln) =I al hae xPglm
contradiction.

It remains to show at the clan of Baira meas, sets of
the claw of a-weas. cts (for any Boal prob measured
are closed under operation A: This is done using the



motion of an envelope for a t-algebra.

Def. For a talgebra 3 of subsets of X, call a set A:X
3-small if Povent (A) ?3.

Exayles. MEAGE BM-small and NULLNEMEAS-small,
one can con using Axion of Choice not more inclusions

are equalities.


